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 A though the number of traditional literature reviews most of the researchers 
in this area have concluded that modern intelligent electric network a referred 
standard new model which is considering for proposed power flow model 
analysis of smart power grid vulnerability through composite network. By 
the theorem of max-flow and complex power network theorems that are 

represented the advance vulnerability indices for pick out endangered lines of 
the smart grid network. In other hand, the power flow model and existing 
models simulation are examined on the IEEE 39-bus test model. The results 
of the simulation introduced that the proposed concept of grid model, 
estimation and the index application are more adequate in smart grid 
weakness power and efficiency analysis. In this paper briefly summarize the 
methods and probabilities of a vulnerability index which was explained in 
specific in references. Therefore, it is imperative to further implement new 

models and new tools so as to reach the novel state and moderate the huge or 
massive potential shutoff. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the competitive electricity market a new risk of cascaded events are rapidly rising of the whole power 
system scenario. Renewable energy resources and distributed generation, increase the stress in the system [1] network. 

After all, massive scale potential shutoff still occur all over the globe from time to time [2] because the regular growth 

of smart power grids. Complex networks theory have been surveyed intensively to solve empirical problems in large-

scale complex power systems over the recent years. A power grid has worked out the most complex systems which is 

human-made. In consonance with recent study, it is to be illustrated as “small-world network” [3] that are highly 

accumulated. In the other hand, in spite of many nodes have not neighbours in the network. One node can be arrived 

from others by some few stepping‟s [4, 5]. 

In power grid network, this architecture can bear a precise electrical distance between generators 

and loads although the grid size is enormous. Transmission capacity of large power grid network should be 

minimum when fault occur through these paths. Furthermore, power grid network demonstrate the “scale-

free network” [6] properties. This is popularly known that “scale-free network” can be seen as resilient to 
random failure and weak at intended attacks [7]. Consequently, cascading grid failures and severe blackouts 

[8] would cause due to elimination of a few important lines and nodes in a grid. Moreover, a power grid 

system is vulnerable, when some foremost nodes of grid and lines are faulted. Thereafter, how precisely 

pointing out these lines and nodes are till as questionable. It has to pronounce that new implementation of 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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complex network field has contributed a novel regulation approach for power system vulnerability analysis 

[9]. Presently, most research is attentive on network topology architecture. Hence in references [10, 11] the 

topological and structural vulnerability methods of network for large-scale power outage in Italy as well as 

North American were surveyed. From these surveys, different techniques and indices, such as degree of 

allocation, shortest length path and radius are extensively used to examine the most effective lines of smart 

power grids. Such an example by references [12, 13] in methodology based on an American power grid is 

analysing to get fruitful result. Subject to these fundamental concepts, cascading failures in reference [14] of 

operational technique has been explained and efficiency depended cascading model failures were proposed. 
In view of this, the efficiency is explicated through edges efficiency by the harmonic composition. 

Some fundamental modelling and conventional methodologies reviewed in reference [15] through structural 

vulnerability. In addition, two criteria depended on topology and load distributions pointing out the critical lines which 

are propounded at reference [16]. The consequences explain how can influence the network‟s capability by its link 

and location. Except conventional topology physical models, in reference [17] efficiency model of electrical topology 

is propounded, whereas depending upon the electrical topology [18] weighted graph is described on the power grid. 

Besides this, it is presumed in these models that the least resistance path is followed by the power flow. So therefore, 

weight lines of the power system are familiar with the admittance. In reference [19] netability which measures under 

normal operating states the performance of power system is contemplated. Hence in reference [20] is introduced 

cascading based model. Different critical system parameters of power grid are involved in reference [21]. Similarly 

power angle, Kirchhoff‟s Laws etc. can reach a closer approximation of real power grid. The problem is how much 

effective on network loss efficiency and damage efficiency in complex network to justified in higher combination of 
buses and generator module. 

Most of the effort just analyses a power system but noted that did not finding centrally 

methodological smart control with several server security bounded problems considering the shortest path 

based algorithms or the efficiency model from the complex network (CN) theory [22, 23]. In these surveyed, 

a smart power grid model is illustrated through undirected weighted graph by shortest path model or 

efficiency model. Hence the power is controlled in a real power grid with the generation capacity, 

distribution of load probability, voltage and angles of rotor etc. So the power flows must have a direction. 

Besides, power cannot flow along with the shortest path or any efficient path. Truly, the power flows from 

the rich side of generation to the rich side of load determined by complex integration of all factors through 

parallel paths, which can be noted by analysis of power flow. By means of the flow features and its directions 

together cannot investigated with any prior techniques. Considering CN theory, the main focused of this 
paper is to establish a new improved model and analytically aim that approaching to analyse the smart 

vulnerability of a power grid system. At first, depended model on power flow is recommended. Therefore, it 

is a real power grid closest approximation. So, a novel characterization in smart vulnerability index is 

preceded to point out the set of vulnerable lines of smart power grid system. Higher vulnerability index of 

lines are treated as more damage in the power grid if they shut off. 

 

 

2. NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS MODELS 

2.1.  Elemental topology and structural anlysis model 

Power grids have a reliable number of buses with transmission lines connected to each other. 

Depending on the topological analysis of grid power, a graph S consist K edges and M nodes, where edges 
denote transmission lines and nodes denote buses respectively. The networked graph S [24] describes an 

adjacency matrix (M × M), which elements Aij illustrate the physical integration in the network. From the 

adjacency matrix the key physical properties of the network can have acquired. In the network integration is 

mainly elucidated by clustering coefficients and the nodal degrees. Intimation of structural vulnerability 

analysis could give by analysing these properties in the power grid. 

 

2.2.  Electrical topological efficiency model 

The electrical topological model can illustrated connections and the substantial structure of the 

power system. However, a complex network structure describe through the power grid. There are different 

electrical properties such as current and voltage which can influence the execution of the total network. 

Therefore, an advanced electrical efficiency model was initiated depending on the physical topology. In the 

long and distinct period of history model of electrical efficiency, the network of a power grid S is an 
admittance matrix (M × M), where Yij denoted by the electrical efficiency of the edge of grid. In the 

admittance approach, the network voltage-current characteristics equation can be described as: 

 

  ̅      
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (1) 
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where IB is the bus currents injection vector and VB is the bus voltages vector relative to the slack bus and YB 

is bus admittance matrix, illustrated in (1). 
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where: 

 

Yij={
 (         )    

∑                  
 (3) 

 

The parameters Gij and Bij shows as conductance and susceptance in between i and j node 

respectively. The bus matrix definition employed here captures together i.e. the real sections and imaginary 

sections in admittances of line. For pairing node i and node j which do not take part of a direct substantial 

connection, i.e. Yij=0. Furthermore Yij is the line admittance among the i and j node. The IEEE 9 bus 

electrical model shown in Figure 1 through simulation modelling for analysing the efficiency. The IEEE 9 

bus electrical efficiency model is an example for this test system shown in Figure 2. An undirected graph is 

considered as the electrical model. Edge weight is denoted by electrical efficiency. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. IEEE 9 bus electrical model 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. IEEE 9 bus system model for electrical efficiency 
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For this model, the electrical efficiency of edge between nodes i & j means power transmission level 

between the two nodes. Assuming transmitted power pursue through least resistance track in a circuit. In 

other words, the edge with higher Yij can transmit extra power in the system. As such based on performance, 

the average network efficiency E is engrossed, which is defined as: 

 

E=
 

      
 ∑        (4) 

 

In the cascading process events, if the each line efficiency changes, the average network efficiency 

E also change. The network loss efficiency [25] during collapses is illustrated as the damaged efficiency of 

network Ed is given by: 

 

   
     

  
  (5) 

 

where the fundamental network average efficiency is E0 and after cascading faults final network average 

efficiency is Ef. Therefore, it can be observed network sensibility of a power system by estimating Ed for 

collapse [26] on various transmission lines. If the most damage line which removes from network, biggest ED 

is picked up as the most sensitive line in the power grid. So IEEE 9 bus system model analysis through 
transmission efficiency shown in Figure 3 and power flow based analysis are shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

   

 

   
  

Figure 3. IEEE 9 bus system for electrical 

transmission efficiency 

Figure 4. IEEE 9 bus system power flows on 

transmission 

 

 

Hence the admittance of transmission lines of a power system acknowledges by the electrical 

efficiency model. So it may be used to identify the critical lines [27] as well as physical structure 

vulnerability. A comparison model between electrical efficiency and topological is exposed in reference. The 
comparative results show that the model of electrical efficiency has a superior performance. It identifies the 

vulnerability of power grids than the topological structure model. 

 

 

3. ELECTRICAL POWER FLOW BASED PROPOSED MODEL 

It is shown that electrical power flow based proposed model of IEEE 9 bus system in Figure 5. So, 

overcome this issues, weighted directed network is proposed for power flow network model and the 

following assumptions are made by: 

a. Transmission lines and buses of network model are identified to edges and nodes. Each node has 

completely steady and each edge is two stages i.e. working or faulted. 

b. The elemental network is self-loops free and connected. 
c. Each edge direction has the transmission line power flow direction. By steady state power flow [28] each 

edge is weighted. 

d. Besides the source nodes and sink nodes, the degrees of all nodes are 2. 
 

In the model nodes have no the same functions in a directed graph. For this flow of power model, 

nodes are ordered as four various types. The input of a node is denoted as Pi and the output power flow is Po. 

By Ln load is denoted and the generation node is denoted by Sn. Each type of node of power flow maintains 

the following criteria: 

At Source nodes: Pi=0: it represents grid generator buses. Thus, in this case no flows of input. 

At Sink nodes: Po=0: load buses represent which mean flows of input. Sink nodes have no outputs. 
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Kirchhoff‟s Law always obey by Transmission nodes i.e. Pi=Po. The incoming flow equal to  

the outgoing flow for the case of any intermediate node. Transmission load or generator nodes should satisfy: 

Pi=Po+Ln−Sn. Commonly, in a real system grid there are more than single generator and load. Thus  

the advance model has multiple nodes of source and multiple nodes of sink. This will instigate the procedure 

of dealing with the multi-sources and multi-sinks problem in the later part. This model is designed on a 

directed graph and power flow is designed as weighted. Figure 5 shows an electrical power flow model of 

IEEE 9 bus system model. Flowchart shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. IEEE 9 bus system model for electrical power flow 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Flowchart of the vulnerability index and power flow 
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If a network has represented m no of sources and n no of sinks, since let flow of maximum power is 

     
   from node u source to the node v sink and let    

   be the part of the flow pass through the edge Eij of 

the network. Thus we define the Smart vulnerability of edge Eij to be: 

 

 

Thus, using (6), the lines can be ranked with the smart vulnerability index depended on the smart 

power flow. Higher values of index lines are drawn as a high ranked in these analyses. Then smart ranking 

index method can be given as: 

a. Establish network model connection in power grid system. 

b. Examines steady state power grid flow and collects data. 
c. From previous readings edge Weight in network model gained power flow and helps to identify the flow 

directions. 

d. For each combination of source-sink in network at particular time is to determine the maximum flow. 

e. Compute smart vulnerability index Vij(smart) with the Sum up of flow values with time. 

f. As stated in vulnerability index based values lines are ranked. 

 

The IEEE 9 model bus system is examined with the comparative between model of electrical 

efficiency and proposed model. A sample is shown here. The V-index distribution of the IEEE 9 model bus 

system is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Distribution of V-index for IEEE 9 bus system model 

 

 

The edges are ranking by vulnerability index and efficiency respectively. The maximum amount of 

load capacity is L examined here as the network performance measure. The line damage index of the system 

model network is illustrated as: 

 

 

 

where L0 is the initial load capacity and after removing the line from the system network final load capacity is Lf.  

The efficiency of damaged index also represents the line load loss in time of fault. Please note that in these system 

lines 3, 2 and 10 are the bus lines are connected to the generator bus directly. The power flow of this system is not 

converging when these lines are removed from the system. The generators are shutdown from the system directly 

when the elimination of important lines [29] respectively with generators, those lines have excessively higher smart 

vulnerability index shown in Figure 7. From Table 1 we are seen that comparative ranking between the two models 
are shown. According to the electrical efficiency ranking order is 3, 4, 6, 5, 1, 8, 2, 7 and 9, which are not meeting  

the practical outcome. Therefore, for the sake of the practical damage order ranking is 2, 7, 3, 9, 5, 8, 1, 4 and 6, 

realistically the practical damaged value of data is shown on table. The outcome shows that grid model power flow 

have a better ranking presentation to identify the important lines. 
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Table 1. The damage based on vulnerability ranking in IEEE 9 bus system model 
Sl. 

No 
Data according to line number 

Ranking 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 Electrical efficiency model Ranking  3 4 6 5 1 8 2 7 9 

2 Power flow model Ranking 4 1 5 7 6 2 9 3 8 

3 Practical damaged ranking 2 7 3 9 5 8 1 4 6 

 

 

4. THE MODEL ANALYSIS AND CASE STUDY 

The previous methodology is carried out and explained for smart vulnerability analysis in the before section. 

So the New England or IEEE 39 bus system are calculated and examined depended on previous methods. The smart 

vulnerability index and electrical efficiency of each edge in the grid system are strategic and standardize upon their 

mean value respectively. The standardized values distribution on the lines shows in Figure 8. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Standardized electrical efficiency and smart vulnerability distribution index of New England  

bus system 

 

 

Electrical efficiency is low in some lines. It is less important in conventional model. These lines 

are critical in the entire system when these are literally with high smart vulnerability index. From Figure 8, 

the outcomes are distinctly different. Vulnerability index distribution value versus the lines number 

characteristics is shown in the Figure 9. It distinctly said that smart vulnerability index of most lines of New 

England test bed have low values. Approximately 85% lines of grid have low vulnerability index i.e. 0.045. 

Furthermore, the remaining 15% lines have high smart vulnerability indices. These are more critical in the 
proposed test system. So the proposed index in vulnerability analysis on simulation platform is illustrates the 

performance. As stated in the vulnerability index ranking random attacks and targeted attacks are set on 10. 

The set results are applied on simulation. Random attacks are applied on randomly selected failure lines and 

targeted attacks are applied on critical failure lines which are high smart vulnerability index. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. New England bus system value v-index distribution and the number of lines 
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The random and targeted attacks characteristics are shown in Figure 10. According to different 

attacks power grid load capacity are different. The capability of the network drops down to 75% after 10 

intended attacks. Now the random attacks the capability comes down to about 98%. If the index values of 

lines are higher, it is more critically vulnerable to the grid system. This simulation result shows in complex 

network theory scale-free networks characteristics are similar with the results. Particularly, the grid system is 

resilient to random attacks and fragile to intended attacks. Furthermore, the simulations have been 

implemented for the analyse [30] of power flow and electrical efficiency performance which is model for 

vulnerability index. So therefore we execute the analysis of 10 targeted attacks. The targeted attacks lines are 
omitted the top 10 ranked lines. Load shifting is checked by the different types of models and is identified by 

the critical lines. The highest power flows occur in generator heavy area and there is not considerable amount 

affected by the attacks. On the other hand, the outcome is meaningful or notable when the power flow models 

points out higher ranker attacked lines. The grid system created a substantial load shifting in the network due 

to the overcritical lines mostly dropped down. There are detailed data also shown in the load shifting. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Different targeted and random attacks on the load capacity of grid system 
 

 

In Figure 11, after attacks there are demonstrated in transmission lines the change of power flow 

variation [31]. In the above figure, a positive value of power shift occur in the graphical scenario that means 

despatcher line bears more power than the starting value. When the negative amount of power shift during  

the attacks shows that line losses power. From Figure 11, a small changed occur when the power flow 

distribution designed by electrical efficiency model with before and after the attacking stage. Most of the 

power gaps are less than 75 MW. Load shift occur over 100 MW in two or three lines. Larger amount of 

power shifts does not occur if the lines in the model are stroked or vulnerable most. Moreover, in power flow 

depended model power flow increase or decrease, it can be depend on an attack or fault in those lines. Load 

shift occur at line number 28. It had over 75 MW. This implies that here is a noteworthy shift of power in 
between nodes of the lines. Each necessary effected line removes against the transmission model to maintain 

power balance in the network. And so some of the lines carry more power due to exceed power match. 

Further failures occurred due to overloaded lines and result in large scale blackout. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Efficiency model develops by change of power flow variations 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This analysis proposes to implement a new power flow model based on smart vulnerability index. 

With the analytical approach possible vulnerable behaviour are identified in power model networks. These 

system models have a unique practical estimation of analytical grid system. Centrally control smart grid helps 

to identify critical lines and accurately remove particular vulnerable node from the network. A smart 

vulnerability index is established for quicker solution of critical lines or zone failure. Fortunately, critical 

lines are identified in strongly and accurately with the help of smart vulnerability index. The analysis finds 

out the cascading failures of network for predicting. It also powerfully supports to model redesign and 

implement arrangement. 

Hence the grid of power system has an energetic and complex model. The main benefit of the 
proposed technique is cost effective. All factors are not considered in one model. Weight of the edges and 

steady state power flow are reviewed in those analyses of the network. The amount of power flow can alter 

with time. Generation of power and loads are changed due to demand shifting and change of seasons. 

Basically, smart grid is an intermutually complex network. Thus, researchers have an opportunity to model 

the constraint criteria and integrated networks. There are try to imply and extend approaches of analyzing 

new smart vulnerabilities indices. The implement of these factors will be acknowledged in future in a better 

way with consideration of many objectives and constraint criteria concurrently in the dynamic model. 
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